Environmental Protection and Sustainability
We accept responsibility

Pumps & Systems
COMPANY

WE ARE AWARE OF OUR SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL RESPONSIBILITY

- We act on the basis of our own code of conduct
- Certified to DIN ISO 9001, 14001, 18001
- Member of ÖkoProfit, Ecovadis and BayernPakt
- Founding member of the VDMA Initiative Blue Competence
- Strategic environmental and energy planning for the medium and long term
- Supporting biodiversity
- Internal company programmes for reducing plastic waste
- Proximity to customers in production and sales through strategically selected production facilities
- On site cafeteria with regional products
- On site company doctor
FOR MANY YEARS, ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABILITY HAVE BEEN THE FOCUS OF OUR ACTIVITIES BOTH AT OUR OWN SITES AND WITH A VIEW TO THE USE OF OUR PRODUCTS AT CUSTOMER SITES

Continuous reduction of water consumption

Continuous reduction of energy consumption

Continuous reduction of gas consumption

Continuous reduction of emissions (air and noise)

Use of recyclable packaging materials

Avoidance of microplastics

Integration of recycling processes into the production process

Efficient procurement channels through preference for local suppliers and service providers

Use of groundwater for heating the factory and cooling the test systems
Increased service life thanks to innovative design and engineering concepts

Products for environmental protection and water pollution control

Patented stators, by the German Environmental Foundation (Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt, DBU)

Use of recyclable, transport-optimized packaging materials for our finished products

Highest energy efficiency for drives selected by customers

WE MANUFACTURE DURABLE INVESTMENT GOODS AND SUPPORT THEIR LONG TERM USE THROUGH OUR SERVICE AND 40 YEARS OF GUARANTEED SPARE PARTS SUPPLY